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Building trust in an 
uncertain world 



What if AI does 
not solve all our 

problems?
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Amazon AI’s Just Walk Out

● Amazon began trialling a system to allow 
customers to simply pick up items and leave

● The system uses AI image recognition to 
detect what they have picked up

● They use human annotators to review 70% of 
the transactions that occur to build new data 
to continue to improve the models

● But they are also now closing a number of the 
Just Walk Out driven transactions and moving 
to a virtual shopping cart type model

● Why? 
○ Because customers want to know what 

they’re buying as they go
○ They want knowledge over the goods 

that Amazon *thinks* they have in their 
basket



What will prevent AI 
from solving some of 

our problems?
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Wikipedia

● Goal - to extract life science relevant 
Wikipedia articles for an ML model and graph 
building

● A lot of the effort involved in machine learning 
work is in generating relevant and 
representative training and test sets

● Manually sifting through the 5.8 million 
articles in English Wikipedia to extract the life 
sciences subset, which is our goal, is totally 
unfeasible.

● But Wikipedia has an inbuilt ‘ontology’ from 
the World’s biggest crowd sourced website 
ever built 
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Wikipedia’s ‘ontology’

● It uses ‘categories’ on every page to classify 
the content - which is not really an ontology, 
semantically fairly weak

● But seems a reasonable approach to crawling 
for a bio subset of Wikipedia, rich in content 
and well referenced in literature and contains 
many references for its source material!



What could possibly go 
wrong?
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Wikipedia’s ‘ontology’
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Wikipedia’s ‘ontology’
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Training on Literature

● So is this a real problem?
● Arguably I’ve misused the category system
● So let’s consider a problem closer to home
● How confident are we in the data sets we all use to 

train our models?



So if our data is imperfect 
today, how do we build trust 

and confidence?



EASL
Evidence Attribution and Synthesis Layer

See paper for full details

https://arxiv.org/abs/2402.04068

https://arxiv.org/abs/2402.04068
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Scientists like to know why as well 
as what

Issue: LLMs are black-box!
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Surfaces best literature evidence for each ranked target with FAISS indices

Evidence Surfacing with the Masked Language Model

[X] is a promising novel 
therapeutic target to 

{mech predicate} {mech_1} in 
{disease}

Every sentence in 
literature corpus

Transformer

Transformer

Query embedding
(representation of 
sentence)

Literature sentence 
embeddings
(representations of 
all sentence)

Find nearest 
sentences 

containing same 
target

Literature 
sentences

Selected 
target

+
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What the Drug Discovery Scientist Sees (Debug UX)
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Rank 1: Therapeutically, we confirmed that inhibition of CHEK1 
via either shRNAs or small molecule inhibitor could reduce 
tumor growth and enhance radio sensitivity in GBM.

Rank 7: Taken together, these data indicated that CHEK1 was 
preferentially expressed in GBM.

Rank 10: These findings indicated that CHEK1 was required for 
GBM proliferation both in vitro and in vivo.

Rank 17: Indeed, GBM cells are resistant to radiotherapy, and 
in this sense, CHK1 reduction improves their radio-sensitivity.
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Rank 19: Moreover, by using mice xenograft model, we found 
that inhibition of CHEK1 by shRNA significantly reduced 
tumorigenesis and radioresistance of U87 cells (Figure 3G).

Rank 51: CHK1 inhibition also increased the cytotoxicity of TMZ
in a p53 independent manner [ 126 ].

Rank 65: For example, targeting CHK1 significantly enhances 
cell killing effect by chemotherapy or radiation therapy in 
ovarian, triple negative breast, and brain cancers.

Rank 66: Most importantly, our analysis revealed that elevated 
expression of CHK1 correlated with poor long-term survival in 
patients with Group 3 subgroup medulloblastoma.
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Rank 16: Moreover, by using mice xenograft model, we found 
that inhibition of CHEK1 by shRNA significantly reduced 
tumorigenesis and radioresistance of U87 cells (Figure 3G).

Rank 51: CHK1 inhibition also increased the cytotoxicity of TMZ
in a p53 independent manner [ 126 ].

Rank 65: For example, targeting CHK1 significantly enhances 
cell killing effect by chemotherapy or radiation therapy in 
ovarian, triple negative breast, and brain cancers.

Rank 66: Most importantly, our analysis revealed that elevated 
expression of CHK1 correlated with poor long-term survival in 
patients with Group 3 subgroup medulloblastoma.

relevant mechanisms and cell lines

related diseases

complements existing GBM drug

related diseases



Issue: Target prediction and 
evidence surfacing are 

decoupled
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How else could we explain a 
prediction?
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Can we use 
SHAP?
(SHAP is an approximation to Shapley)
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Can we use 
SHAP?
(SHAP is an approximation to Shapley)

feature to the model prediction.
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No because SHAP attributes 
contribution to input features

Model
Query Ranked list of targets
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Model
Query Ranked list of targets

Evidence

But we could IF prediction was 
based on the evidence
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We need a new model architecture!

Every MLOps Engineer’s favourite 
phrase
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Retrieval-Driven Reasoning

Query

RetrieverEvidence Reasoner Prediction

The Retriever fetches the N most 
relevant pieces of support evidence 

for the query, and embeds each 
individually with the query.

The Reasoner processes the N query-
evidence embeddings into a final 
confidence prediction for the query.
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Retrieval-Driven Reasoning

Query

RetrieverEvidence Reasoner Prediction

We use SHAP to estimate the 
contribution of each piece of 
evidence to the final prediction
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User workflow: Example

Query
NTRK1 is a novel promising therapeutic 
target for atopic dermatitis.

Summarised explanation
There is moderate evidence that 
NTRK1 is a promising therapeutic 
target for atopic dermatitis. NTRK1 is 
highly upregulated in the skin in atopic 
dermatitis, and TrkA blockade has 
previously been identified as a 
promising treatment for psoriasis [2]...

…
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User workflow: Example

New evidence (including proprietary 
customer data) can be added without 
retraining the model. Also textualised 
structured data can also be added.

Query
NTRK1 is a novel promising therapeutic 
target for atopic dermatitis.

…
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● Comparable metrics-wise to 
our vanilla LLM

● But with 
○ explainability
○ multimodal reasoning
○ dynamic corpora

How does EASL perform?
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Can EASL predict clinical trial 
outcomes?
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EASL: Evaluated on time-split clinical trial outcomes

2005

PII/III Clinical trial outcomesLiterature
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EASL: Evaluated on time-split clinical trial outcomes

2005

PII/III Clinical trial outcomesLiterature

Target-indication pairs extracted 
from PharmaProjects

Success =  Reached pre-
Registration

Fail = Ceased ongoing clinical 
development at either Phase II 
or III
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EASL outperforms industry standard indicators to 
predict clinical success of drug targets

● Same data - better modelling - better performance
● More data - better modelling - even better performance

Retrospective prediction of 
post-2005 PhII/III clinical trial 
efficacy outcomes, using EASL 
trained only on evidence 
published before 2005. 

We compare how much more 
likely the top N trials are to 
succeed as predicted by the 
● industry-leading 

genetics approach
● EASL using the same 

genetics data
● EASL using all 

modalities

EASL-All Modalities

EASL-Genetics

Nelson-Minikel Genetics



We can develop 
successful AI by 

considering the user, 
the problem, and the 

data 
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The Clever Kids - BenevolentAI Research



benevolent.com @benevolent_ai benevolentai hello@benevolent.ai
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